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EDISON THE PETIT 
RESIDENCE

Here’s the story
Keys, telephones and lipsticks are the objects we tend to lose the most. In our busy lives, this is all
not too surprising. In order to provide peace of mind and to give these items their � xed place,
Fatboy developed the Edison the Petit Residence.

There are many reasons that led to the creation of this convenient little storage shelf. Practical bene� t is one of them. Paying 

tribute to Fatboy’s little table lamp Edison the Petit is another one. So just like the name reveals, this nifty plateau seats Edison 

the Petit in an honorable way. A stylish homebase for the lamp as a spacious tray that welcomes keys, cherished trinkets and 

those shopping cart coins that are always missing when you need them.

The Edison the Petit Residence features some very nifty gimmicks. First, it’s up to the user where to put it. Place it on a cupboard, 

or mount Edison the Petit Residence to the wall with a cleverly hidden bracket. As for the lamp, a subtle hole in the middle of 

the bottom of the Residence makes room for a wire. This allows the lamp to charge while still standing in position.

Since beauty is in the eye of the beholder, Edison the 

Petit Residence comes in six di� erent colors and 

features a small, removable standing mirror in the 

same shape as the tray. Don’t fancy looking at 

yourself? The empty slot will perfectly hold your 

mail or photographs. Needless to say, this device 

doesn’t come with a complimentary lipstick.

PRESS RELEASE

If an organized life is the key to better living, the Edison the Petit 
Residence unlocks a world of possibilities.

  Nice to know!
• For indoor use. 

• Available in anthracite, envy green, 

   lemon, light grey, pine green and sandy beige.

• Material base cover: ABS rubber coated.

• Material base bottom: powdercoated steel. 

• Material mirror: glass silver plating. 

• Dimensions: 46 x 17.5 x 25.1 cm. 

• Weight: 1.385 kg.
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